
Dear CCCC Parents,  

In early January 2021, El Paso County moved back into Level Orange: High Risk on the COVID-19 dial. As 

previously communicated to you, Colorado childcare facilities may remain open with adherence to many 

restrictions and specific public heath guidelines. Since reopening the center in May 2020, the center 

staff and I have faced numerous hurdles regarding how to navigate the ever-changing regulation 

guidelines while maintaining adherence to the college’s own mitigation protocols. While I have provided 

updates since our reopening, I want to share more details of the required modifications that have been 

implemented and restrict the center to scale up our operations.   

 Consistent children and staff cohorts. This means not sharing staff members between classroom 

groups and/or age groups. Per state licensing there are a required number of qualified staff that 

must be with children at all times.  

 Limit the number of child-staff and child-child interaction in common spaces (e.g. playground 

equipment, hallways, etc.). We are no longer able to freely move throughout the center and 

classrooms and therefore must have restrictions to staff and children assigned to classrooms.  

 Encourage 6-foot distancing and, where possible, implement distancing systems while 

learning. Our classrooms are state licensed for a certain number of children based on square 

footage of the room. Implementing distance protocols on a daily basis required moving furniture 

around, adding tables/chairs to classrooms and ensuring all children are appropriately distanced 

apart. 

 Ensuring Bon Appetit has the capacity to support individual meals. At this time, Bon Appetit is 

working under more stringent guidelines and staffing that require meals to be served 

individually instead of family style.  

 Limit the toys in use that are easily cleanable, non-porous and with smooth surfaces and 

eliminate soft, fabric toys, dress-up clothing, sensory tables and water play. The volume of 

play toys/materials available to children has decreased which has required us to still ensure the 

children have enough meaningful toys/materials available.  

 Disinfect all high-touch areas at the start and end of the day and, when possible, throughout 

the day. Teachers arrive at least 30 minutes before children arrive and remain after children 

leave to disinfect all toys/materials in their classrooms.   

 Stringent illness, exclusion and quarantine practices that apply to staff and children. Staff may 

be absent up to 14 days if not feeling well even without having a positive COVID-19 result. 

Because of the cohort and staff restrictions, unplanned absences significantly impact 

maintaining staffing requirements.   

 Determine plan for substitute staff members to cover for ill or quarantined staff. This was our 

biggest hurdle and will continue to be as long as COVID-19 is still spreading. Prior to COVID-19, 

there were 17 staff (includes the assistant director and myself), up to 9 qualified on-call staff, 

and up to 5 student workers. At this time there are 14 qualified full time staff, 3 on-call staff and 

2 student workers who aren’t able to work at this time. To successfully run the center with 

further extended hours of operations, will require all full-time staff positions filled, an increase 

in the on-call staff pool and the removal of the restriction to maintain classroom cohorts. 

 



While these regulation guidelines have been a challenge to follow, I am very pleased our adherence to 

these practices have minimized multiple classroom closures or an entire center closure. Since reopening 

in May 2020, we had only one classroom close for 14 days.  

Recruitment activities are underway to fill the remaining three full-time staff positions and to increase 

the on-call staff pool. Attracting qualified Early Childhood staff has always been a challenge and with the 

pandemic it has become harder to draw an interest of applicants in this field of work.    

Once full staffing is reached and the pandemic is on the decline, I believe the center will be able to 

increase its hours of operations.  I completely understand parents wanting the center to provide full day 

childcare now and I will continue to work diligently in the safest manner for your child(ren) and family, 

my staff and their families, and the college community.  

I want to extend a heartfelt thanks to all of you for hanging in there with us, following all current 

procedures, sending us kind words and gratitude in support of the Children’s Center and adjusting your 

day to day schedules.  

Please do not hesitate to reach out to me if you have any questions or want to talk about the 

operations.   

Danielle Martinez 

 


